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Why InfluxDB?

InfluxDB enables real-time analytics by serving as a purpose-built database that optimizes processing and scaling for large time series data workloads.


 Find the right product   




In the Cloud

Fully-managed cloud infrastructure delivers performance without the overhead


InfluxDB Cloud Serverless
Multi-tenant, pay-as-you-go service that automatically scales to meet your needs




InfluxDB Cloud Dedicated
Single-tenant service that offers capacity-based pricing, cluster configuration, and support






On-Prem

Deployed in your on-prem infrastructure or private cloud using Kubernetes


InfluxDB Clustered
Self-managed software delivers complete control over the data and infrastructure for your enterprise-grade workloads













Solutions






Real-time analytics in action

InfluxDB delivers mission-critical insights. Discover the use cases, industries, and customers that already benefit from InfluxDB.


 Learn more   




InfluxDB by Use Cases


Network Monitoring
IoT Monitoring and Analytics
SaaS Operational Monitoring




 Explore more   






InfluxDB by Industries


Manufacturing
Telecommunications
Energy and Utilities 




 Explore more   






InfluxDB Customers


Customers
Become an InfluxDB Inventor




 Explore more   













Developers






For InfluxDB builders

The latest news, features, integrations, and open source builds let you innovate and test ideas with InfluxDB.







Guides
Tech papers, deep dives, videos, and more




InfluxDB University
Free trainings







AWS
Options for running InfluxDB
 on AWS




Integrations
300+ plugins







InfluxDB OSS
Join the largest time series developer community




Telegraf
Data collector
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  Community  

  Blog  

  Customers  













Pricing








Contact Us



Log In





Log in to InfluxDB Cloud 2.0


Log in to InfluxDB Enterprise


Log in to InfluxDB Cloud 1.x
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In the Cloud

Fully-managed cloud infrastructure delivers performance without the overhead


InfluxDB Cloud Serverless
Multi-tenant, pay-as-you-go service that automatically scales to meet your needs 




InfluxDB Cloud Dedicated
Single-tenant service that offers capacity-based pricing, cluster configuration, and support






On-Prem

Deployed in your on-prem infrastructure or private cloud using Kubernetes


InfluxDB Clustered
Self-managed software delivers complete control over the data and infrastructure for your enterprise-grade workloads













Solutions






InfluxDB by Use Cases


Network monitoring
IoT Monitoring and Analytics
SaaS Operational Monitoring
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Telecommunications
Energy and Utilities 
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Become an InfluxDB Inventor
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InfluxDB University 
Free trainings




AWS 
Options for running InfluxDB on AWS
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300+ plugins




InfluxDB OSS
Join the largest time series developer community
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Log in to InfluxDB Cloud 2.0


Log in to InfluxDB Enterprise


Log in to InfluxDB Cloud 1.x























Live Webinar: See how Cisco ensured a seamless experience at scale with real-time monitoring. Register now.
















InfluxDB. 

It's About  Time.

Real-time insights from any time series data with a single, purpose-built database. Run at any scale in any environment in the cloud, on-premises, or at the edge.
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InfluxDB 3.0 keeps raising the bar








45x



Better write 
throughput




90%



Reduction in 
storage costs




100x



Faster queries for high 
cardinality data




45x



Faster queries for 
recent data






Compared to InfluxDB Open Source, see the Benchmarks Report












InfluxDB 3.0 features
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Single datastore for all 
time series data
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Native SQL 
support
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Low latency 
queries
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Unlimited 
cardinality
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Open and interoperable 
with data ecosystems
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Superior data 
compression

















JavaScript
Python
Go
C#
Java








          import {InfluxDBClient} from '@influxdata/influxdb3-client'
import {tableFromArrays} from 'apache-arrow';

const database = process.env.INFLUX_DATABASE;
const token = process.env.INFLUX_TOKEN;
const host = "https://us-east-1-1.aws.cloud2.influxdata.com";

async function main() {
    const client = new InfluxDBClient({host, token})
    const query = `
    SELECT
      room,
      DATE_BIN(INTERVAL '1 day', time) AS _time,
      AVG(temp) AS temp,
      AVG(hum) AS hum,
      AVG(co) AS co
    FROM home
    WHERE time >= now() - INTERVAL '90 days'
    GROUP BY room, _time
    ORDER BY _time
    `
    const result = await client.query(query, database)

    const data = {room: [], day: [], temp: []}

    for await (const row of result) {
      data.day.push(new Date(row._time).toISOString())
      data.room.push(row.room)
      data.temp.push(row.temp)
    }

    console.table([...tableFromArrays(data)])

    client.close()
}

main()
          

c




          from influxdb_client_3 import InfluxDBClient3
import pandas
import os

database = os.getenv('INFLUX_DATABASE')
token = os.getenv('INFLUX_TOKEN')
host="https://us-east-1-1.aws.cloud2.influxdata.com"

def querySQL():
  client = InfluxDBClient3(host, database=database, token=token)
  table = client.query(
    '''SELECT
        room,
        DATE_BIN(INTERVAL '1 day', time) AS _time,
        AVG(temp) AS temp,
        AVG(hum) AS hum,
        AVG(co) AS co
      FROM home
      WHERE time >= now() - INTERVAL '90 days'
      GROUP BY room, _time
      ORDER BY _time'''
  )

  print(table.to_pandas().to_markdown())

  client.close()
  
querySQL()
          

c




          package influxdbv3

import (
  "context"
  "fmt"
  "io"
  "os"
  "text/tabwriter"

  "github.com/apache/arrow/go/v12/arrow"
  "github.com/InfluxCommunity/influxdb3-go/influx"
)

func QuerySQL() error {
  url := "https://us-east-1-1.aws.cloud2.influxdata.com"
  token := os.Getenv("INFLUX_TOKEN")
  database := os.Getenv("INFLUX_DATABASE")
	
  client, err := influx.New(influx.Configs{
	HostURL: url,
	AuthToken: token,
  })

  defer func (client *influx.Client)  {
	err := client.Close()
	if err != nil {
		panic(err)
	}
  }(client)

  query := `
    SELECT
	  room,
	  DATE_BIN(INTERVAL '1 day', time) AS _time,
	  AVG(temp) AS temp,
	  AVG(hum) AS hum,
	  AVG(co) AS co
	FROM home
	WHERE time >= now() - INTERVAL '90 days'
	GROUP BY room, _time
	ORDER BY _time
`

  iterator, err := client.Query(context.Background(), database, query)

  if err != nil {
    panic(err)
  }

  w := tabwriter.NewWriter(io.Discard, 4, 4, 1, ' ', 0)
  w.Init(os.Stdout, 0, 8, 0, '\t', 0)
  fmt.Fprintln(w, "day\troom\ttemp")

  for iterator.Next() {
	row := iterator.Value()
	day := (row["_time"].(arrow.Timestamp)).ToTime(arrow.TimeUnit(arrow.Nanosecond))
	fmt.Fprintf(w, "%s\t%s\t%.2f\n", day, row["room"], row["temp"])
  }

  w.Flush()
  return nil
}
          
c




          using System;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
using InfluxDB3.Client;
using InfluxDB3.Client.Query;

namespace InfluxDBv3;

public class Query
{
  static async Task QuerySQL()
  {
    const string hostUrl = "https://us-east-1-1.aws.cloud2.influxdata.com";
    string? database = System.Environment.GetEnvironmentVariable("INFLUX_DATABASE");
    string? authToken = System.Environment.GetEnvironmentVariable("INFLUX_TOKEN");

    using var client = new InfluxDBClient(hostUrl, authToken: authToken, database: database);
  
    const string sql = @"
      SELECT
        room,
        DATE_BIN(INTERVAL '1 day', time) AS _time,
        AVG(temp) AS temp,
        AVG(hum) AS hum,
        AVG(co) AS co
      FROM home
      WHERE time >= now() - INTERVAL '90 days'
      GROUP BY room, _time
      ORDER BY _time
    ";

    Console.WriteLine("{0,-30}{1,-15}{2,-15}", "day", "room", "temp");
    await foreach (var row in client.Query(query: sql))
    {
      Console.WriteLine("{0,-30}{1,-15}{2,-15}", row[1], row[0], row[2]);
    }

    Console.WriteLine();
  }
}
          
c




          package com.influxdb3.examples;

import com.influxdb.v3.client.InfluxDBClient;
import java.util.stream.Stream;

public final class Query {
    private Query() {
        //not called
    }

    /**
     * @throws Exception
     */
    public static void main() throws Exception {

        final String hostUrl = "https://us-east-1-1.aws.cloud2.influxdata.com";
        final char[] authToken = (System.getenv("INFLUX_TOKEN")).toCharArray();
        final String database = System.getenv("INFLUX_DATABASE");

        try (InfluxDBClient client = InfluxDBClient.getInstance(hostUrl, authToken, database)) {
            String sql = """
                SELECT
                    room,
                    DATE_BIN(INTERVAL '1 day', time) AS _time,
                    AVG(temp) AS temp, AVG(hum) AS hum, AVG(co) AS co
                FROM home
                WHERE time >= now() - INTERVAL '90 days'
                GROUP BY room, _time
                ORDER BY _time""";

            String layoutHeading = "| %-16s | %-12s | %-6s |%n";
            System.out.printf("--------------------------------------------------------%n");
            System.out.printf(layoutHeading, "day", "room", "temp");
            System.out.printf("--------------------------------------------------------%n");

            String layout = "| %-16s | %-12s | %.2f |%n";
            try (Stream stream = client.query(sql)) {
                stream.forEach(row -> System.out.printf(layout, row[1], row[0], row[2]));
            }
        }
    }
}
          
c













Code in the languages you love



Tap into our custom client libraries, powerful APIs and tools, or build it yourself, line by line.

See All Integrations
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 Trusted by developers, from startups to enterprises
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“Because we were based on InfluxDB and we had virtually no limit on the data we could ingest, we were able to collect the data more frequently.”





 Read success story   




Thomas Delquié

CTO, Teréga
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“InfluxDB is a high-speed read and write database. So think of it. The data is being written in real time, you can read in real time, and when you’re reading it, you can apply your machine learning model. So, in real time, you can forecast, and you can detect anomalies.”





 Read success story   




Rajeev Tomer

Sr. Manager of Data Engineering, Capital One
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“InfluxDB has become our go-to database choice. Often if we are using a different tool, we figure out how to get data out of the tool into InfluxDB. It’s easier to use, performs better, and is cheaper.”





 Read success story   




Jack Tench

Senior Software Engineer, Vonage












Looking for the most efficient way to get started with InfluxDB?



Whether you’re looking for cost savings, lower management overhead while maintaining high availability, or alternatives to replace your expensive data historian, InfluxDB can help.

See Ways to Get Started










InfluxDB is a G2 Leader in Time Series
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“InfluxDB is a strong database built specifically for time series data. It has made working with such data seamless and easy.”

Verified G2 Reviewer   Read reviews   
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548 Market St, PMB 77953

San Francisco, California 94104




Contact Us
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